
One of the great benefits of memory foam is it’s able to use your heat and 
body pressure to form to your exact shape. When you lie on the Viscotex® 
Visco-elastic memory foam, the heat from your body softens it in appropriate 
points, so this helps to support your body along the curves and natural lines 
of the body. Memory foam helps relieve pain and thereby promotes more 

restful sleep.

Visco-elastic memory foam is one of those innovations, originally developed 
for NASA in 1966. The material was intended to cushion and deflect the 
tremendous effects of gravitational pull experienced by astronauts during 
take-off and re-entry into the earth’s atmosphere. It is both highly energy 
absorbent and soft. Memory foam molds to the body in response to heat and 
pressure, evenly distributing body weight. It then returns to its original shape 
once you remove the pressure. It's now well known for its use in pillows, 
mattress pads, and mattresses, which come in different densities and depths.
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What is Viscoelastic Technology? 

What are the benefits of Memory Foam?



Who Shou ld
Prefer Visco ?

Viscotex®
Mattresses 

VISCOTEX supplies to retail store chains, exclusive furniture stores, home 
textile companies and hotels in the regional and international market. 
Expending its dealer network every year, it has managed to transform 
shopping into friendship, based on rebiability and the highest level of 

customer satisfaction.

Viscotex® Mattresses create a custom fit for your body, virtually      
eliminating painful pressure points and reducing your body’s need to 
toss and turn in search of a comfortable, pain-free sleeping position. 
When you lie down on a Viscotex® mattress it conforms to the shape 
of your body – soft where you want it and firm where you need it. A 
VISCOTEX mattress will let your body find its most comfortable         
position and support it there for your best night’s sleep. In addition, 
the properties of VISCOTEX material means that partners are less 
disturbed by each other’s movements and can therefore enjoy a 
better night’s sleep.
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MATTRESS
GROUP
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COMFORT
MATTRESS

Improve your sleep quality with our comfort mattress! The comfort 
mattress matches to your body form supporting your back and waist.

Washable
Cover

Cooling
Feature

Density 100% Cotton
Inner Lining
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Washable
Cover

Cooling
Feature

100% Cotton
Inner Lining

Density

TENCEL
MATTRESS

Designed to Sleep's Viscotex® Memory Foam Mattress with Tencel Fabric provides supreme comfort and the 
cleanest and healthiest night's sleep you will ever have. Tencel fabric is a soft, eco-friendly, premium fabric 
typically reserved for the most expensive mattresses. Tencel is a natural cover that is great for sensitive 
skin, durable, and moisture absorbent. You get an extremely soft and cooler sleeping experience. Originally 
designed for NASA, this foam mattress cradles your body, reduces pressure points that cause tossing and 

turning and improves overall circulation.



MATTRESS
PAD

Viscotex® offers you the Visco’s bed comfort without changing your spring mattress. It provides the best sleeping comfort on sofa bed, spring sofa and 
little-used spring mattress in cottages, and relieves discomfort from the springs. It supports each part of body; fills all gaps between body (especially 
waist and joint) and mattress during sleep and provides uninterrupted, pleasant and ideal sleeping environment. It keeps spine aligned and reduce by 
80 percent involuntary movements during sleep. It regulates blood circulation by minimizing press points; reduces tingling and joint pains. It minimizes 

sleep disorders, provides uninterrupted and sound sleep. It’s a spine-friendly pad.
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MATTRESS
PAD



PILLOW
GROUP
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ITS NOT JUST A PILLOW OR MATTRESS !
With  the  visco  technology  developed  by  Viscotex  engineers,  visco 

comforming  to  the  shape  of  your   body  releasing  body  heat  and
 moisture.

Thanks  to  the  removable  and  washable  sheaths  your  pillow  and

visco memory foam pillows from Viscotex. Select from our standard 

custom for you.
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45x30x8 cm

Ma�ress size: 60x120x20 cm  70x130x20 cm  70x140x20 cm  80x130x20cm

BABY
MATTRESS and PIILOW

Babies, they spend a large por�on of their day in bed we have    
delepoed a baby ma�ress with the highest comfort. Op�onally 
produced in different sizes, the baby ma�ress is an ideal product 

that contributes to your baby’s health and body development.

MATTRESS PİLLOW
Our specially designed baby pillow is the ideal support for your 
baby. Highly adabtable and so� it is ideal for the health of your 
baby’s respiratory system.



Bamboo Charcoal Viscotex® Memory Foam - Natural organic bamboo is 

Hypoallergenic and dust mite resistant. Deodorizing, air purifying and 
moisture wicking, keeps you fresh and cool during sleeping.
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BAMBOO CHARCOAL
MEMORY FOAM PILLOW



Viscotex® gel layer reacts several ways to help keep the pillow cool. Gel 
absorbs excess heat where your head and neck are resting. Absorbed 
heat is dispersed across the entirety of the gel layer. As air naturally 
moves over the areas where your head is not resting it constantly cools 

the gel layer. It’s like a mini-AC for your pillow.
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Viscotex® Memory foam pillow infused with eucalyptus essential oil that 
can relax the neck pressure points. Eucalyptus is an antiseptic that        
promotes airway and helps counter rheumatism, chronic bronchitis, 
migraine headaches and transient fatigue.

Invite deep sleep with the relaxing scent of lavender. This viscotex 
memory foam pillow is infused with real lavender oil for comfortable, 
supportive sleep with an aromatherapy experience. With its floral, 
woody aroma, lavender essential oil is used to promote a calming, 
relaxing and rejuvenating sleep.
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ORTHOPEDIC
PILLOW

• Helps relieve neck, back, and shoulder pain by            
reducing pressure points.

• Suits back, side and stomach sleepers, especially 
ideal for chronic pain sufferers.

• Naturally remain at a comfortable temperature        
throughout the night. 

• Soft and breathable knitted outer cover protects your 
pillow is Removable and Washable; 100% cotton Inner 
cover protects pillow for long life over.
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50x40x10/8 l 50x30x10/8 l 46x30x10/8

60x40x12/10 l 60x40x10/8

60x30x12/10 l 60x30x10/8 l 60x30x8/6



ORTHOPEDIC
PILLOW

HIGH
ORTHOPEDIC
PILLOW

AIR
ORTHOPEDIC
PILLOW
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60x43x9/11 l 60x43x14/12

60x40x10/8 

54x40x11/9

55x37x12/10
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54x43x12,5

54x40x11 l 54x40x12

FLAT 
BUTTERFLY

PILLOW

BUTTERFLY
PILLOW

56x48x11,5 l 56x48x14

Perfect cervical contour pillow for side sleepers and a 
great cervical pillow for back sleepers: Unique memory 
foam butterfly shape features multiple heights to
provide support in all the right places, allowing for 
maximum comfort. Memory foam relieves neck, 
shoulder and back pain by allowing neck and shoulder 
muscles to fully relax.

ANTI SNORE
PILLOW

Anti-snore pillow, helps to relieve the symptoms of snoring and       
improve sleep.
Designed with a 'S' shaped inner foam core which helps to 
encourage better breathing whilst gently supporting the head and 
neck.
Firm support, relieves pressure and helps to reduce neck ache, great 
if you sleep on your side.



VISCO FORM
PILLOW

FLAT CLASSIC
PLUMP
PILLOW

FLAT CLASSIC
PLUMP
PILLOW

55x37x11

55x40x11

60x40x12
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AIR
CLASSIC PLUMP

PILLOW
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JUNIOR
PLUMP
PILLOW

AIR
CLASSIC PLUMP

PILLOW

• Designed with a traditional shape that will be customized by the 

unique shape of your head and neck.

• Supports your head, neck and shoulders whether you sleep on 

your side, back or tummy. 

• Soft and breathable knitted outer cover protects your pillow is    

Removable and Washable; 100% cotton Inner cover protects pillow 

for long life over.

CLASSIC
PLUMP

PILLOW

60x40x16

60x40x12

70x50x16 l 60x40x16 l 60x40x12



SENSITIVE 
PILLOW

DOUBLE
SIDED
PILLOW

STOMACH
PILLOW

65x40x7

67x33x12 

67X33X6
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SENSITIVE
PILLOW
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SENSITIVE
PILLOW

AIR
SENSITIVE

PILLOW

neck and shoulders to provide the enhanced support and gentle 
alignment you need, plus the comfort you want.
It contains Memory foam, manufactured using a temperature-sensi-

provide a good night’s sleep.

adapts to your body to moderate temperature so you can sleep more 
soundly.

70x40x12 l 70x42x15

70x40x12 l 70x42x15

67X33X12



ELLIPSE NECK
PILLOW

FLAT NECK
PILLOW

NECK PILLOW 
WITH 3D MASK

Viscotex® Ellipse Collar orthopedic design correctly supports the 
natural curves of your head, neck and shoulders. Molded constructi-
on more effectively conforms to weight and pressure – unlike cut 

memory foam. 31x28x10

31x24x7

32x28x16
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ORTHOPEDIC
TRAVEL PILLOW

comfort and support in a portable size that’s easy 

The small size makes it easy to carry and easy  to
pack32x30x10/8

TRAVEL
 PILLOW

Whether traveling, by car, plane, train, hotel for a 

and quiet sleep is always taken care of. With our 

the comfort of your home
40x25x10

30x28x12

TRAVEL
NECK PILLOW
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SITTING
CUSHION

44x42x8

41x39x8/2
Viscotex® Sitting Cushion and Sitting Ring have been developed for 
the treatment and prophylaxis of decubitus. It is perfect for adults 
suffering from obstructed sitting after surgeries of the perineum or 
after pregnancy.

SITTING 
RING

44x42x8
Viscotex® Sitting Cushion and Sitting Ring have been developed for 
the treatment and prophylaxis of decubitus. It is perfect for adults 
suffering from obstructed sitting after surgeries of the perineum or 
after pregnancy.

S ITTING  
COCCYX
CUSHION

44x36x9,5

Supports recovery from lower back problems, helps with most sitting 
 pain due to sciatica, herniated discs, tailbone injuries, pregnancy, hip 
and hemorrhoids. Our seat cushion is desined to help relieve pain 
while sitting however  it may not work for all conditions or completely 
eliminate all pain symptoms.
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REFLUX
PILLOW

Thanks to the special design of the wedge pillow your head will be 
elevated opening your airways of the esophagus. This will reduce 
snoring and other breathing problems. It can help provide relief from 

common conditions such as acid reflux.
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70x61x22/2

The ergonomically Viscotex® Waist Pillow helps reducing strain on 
your lower back and provides proper back support while sitting at 
home,  in your office or while you are travelling.

WAIST
CUSHION

38x33x12 l 36x33x12

VEHICLE
BACKREST

CUSHION

Viscotex® Vehicle Backrest Cushion promoting an optimal sitting 
position will support your back. Eliminating back pain, driving a car 

will be more convenient.

36x33x9 l 34x29x9



pillows for those suffering from head, neck, knees and back ailments.

pillows for those suffering from head, neck, knees and back ailments.

The ergonomically Viscotex® Knee Pillow is designed to provide ideal 
spinal alignment to help reduce lower back, leg, hip, ankle, or joint 

joint pain. A knee pillow when placed between the legs keeps your 
legs, hips and spine parallel and aligned.

KNEE
PILLOW

ROLL
MULTIUNCTIONAL
PILLOW

D MODEL
MULTIUNCTIONAL
PILLOW

25x20x15

Ø15x45

42x18X10
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WHEEL
CHAIR

CUSHION

SITTING
CUSHION

These Cushions are made from premium quality self-molding memory 
foam and provides a comfortable seating surface. Also the bottom 
surface is non-slip. It’s ergonomically designed to help maintain 
proper posture and provide stability while seated. Comes with a         

removable soft polyester that zips off easily for machine washing.

Firm seat cushion adds support, comfort and height to wheelchairs, 
reducing pressure on your back and tailbone.

 It is super lightweight, making it great for increasing your comfort 
while traveling or attending events. The bottom surface is non-slip. 
Comes with a removable soft polyester that zips off easily for machine 

washing.
45x40x8

40x40x8/13 40x40x10
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MATTRESS
PROTECTOR

Waterproof Breathable Ma�ress Protector
- Does not allow liquid to pass, prevents stench and is stain-resistant.

- The top is so� terrycloth. The backside is laminated with protec�ve PU membrane.
- Air permeable because of microspores.

- Completely fits the ma�ress because of the elas�c bands on all four corners.
- Useful for long-standing bedridden pa�ents.

- May be used for infants and adults suffering from bedwe�ng.
- Ideal for those who suffer from swea�ng at night.
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ROLL
PACK

BOXES



PROTECT AND RELAX 
YOUR BODY

30 pcs in a box
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